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aste to Wonder Workshop 

Garden committee of Hansraj College and Haritima in collaboration with Smiling Tree Foundation 

organized a workshop on Waste to Wonder to simplify the process of making college Carbon-

Neutral . 

The workshop was held on 13th February,2023 at 12:30pm with a warm welcome to Dr. Mukesh 

Kwatra, founder of Smiling Tree Foundation by DrAlkaKacker, Vice principal. Workshop also 

marked the presence of Garden committee convener: Dr. Shailu Singh, programme convener: Dr. 

Ambika, programme co-convener: Dr Maya Verma. Dr. Mukesh Kwatra as a resource person 

shared his valuable ideas on Vertical gardening. 

Smiling Tree Foundation has been carrying out Plantation Drives in and around Delhi-NCR and 

have so far planted over five and a half lakhs of saplings. They also conduct environmental 

awareness campaigns and lay impetus on the three ‘R’s, ‘reduce, reuse, and recycle’. The 

workshop aimed to alight the idea of Vertical gardening with the help of used plastic bottles. The 

workshop ended with the installment of a vertical Garden with assistance from students and garden 

committee members under the presence of respected professors, together with plantations 



 
 

 

 

being done later. 40 students participated in the programme and were quite keen to attend the 

workshop. The workshop rightly imparted it's objective of teaching students the basics of vertical 

gardening as well as other basic efforts that amplifies our efficiency to make our surroundings 

cleaner and greener.



 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

Attendance 

 

Name Course 

kumkum BA HISTORY HONS 

Chanchal History Hons. 3rd year 

Guguloth Mahesh B.sc H Chemistry 3rd year 

Sandhya mishra BA programme ( His +pol.science) 

Priya B. A. History hons. (2022-2023) 

Kashish 2ed year ba program 

Sandhya 2 year (ba programme) 

Nandani tiwari Bcom program 



 
 

 

Sonam Ba prog(4 sem) 

Riya B A program 

Anjali yadav Bcom honors 

Anshu B.sc Electronic hons 

Yash Pratap Singh Chemistry honours 

Shivansh gupta B. Sc(h) chemistry 

Shivani Upadhyay BA programme 

Charvi dedha Ba program history pol science ncweb 

Akshay Mathematics hons 

 


